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LAW ENFORCEMENT

Make every contact safer
The challenge: Every contact carries risks
As the car in front of her makes an unsafe lane change, the patrol officer
turns on her emergency lights to make the traffic stop. The car pulls over,
the officer radios in the stop and walks up to the vehicle.
This is an uncertain moment, when the officer’s training and experience comes
into play. This is also a moment when situational awareness is critical, for the
safety of both the officer, and the citizen. She approaches the contact, asks for
license and registration, and the contact quickly complies.The officer walks back
to her vehicle, enters the ID information into her computer, and waits for results.
At this point, that officer is vulnerable: it’s virtually impossible to maintain
visual contact while walking and entering data, and the officer’s seated
position limits her mobility. This common situation increases risks for both
the officer and the citizen. Intellicheck changes all that.

THE INTELLIC HE CK SOLUT I ON:

Enhanced awareness, safer stops

Intellicheck Law ID™ enhances an officer’s situational
awareness by minimizing the loss of visual contact
with an unknown person during a field contact.
Because it’s available on mobile devices, Law ID™
ensures the officer has one hand free at all times
whether on foot, bicycle, horseback, motorcycle or
in a car.
With Law ID, the officer simply scans the contact’s ID
barcode, and it is instantly authenticated on her mobile device. Critical data
fields that indicate the threat level are highlighted in red, yellow and green,
and visible at a glance. Having authenticated the contact’s identity, the officer
can act accordingly, immediately deescalating a potentially tense situation.
Best of all, when the officer returns to the station, Intellicheck makes reporting
faster and more accurate by automatically populating standardized form fields
from the data retrieved during the ID authentication, and from the mobile
device’s reporting features, including location and weather information.

Ready to make your department safer and more efficient?
Contact Intellicheck today for a free consultation at
(516) 992-1900, or visit intellicheck.com.
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Increases officer and citizen safety
Works on mobile devices to
minimize loss of visual contact during
traffic stops while ensuring officers
always have one hand free. Instantly
highlights critical data fields that
indicate the threat level based on
DMV and criminal records search.

Accurate, relevant mobile data at-a-glance
Checks license and vehicle status,
state justice status including wants,
warrants and domestic abuse restraining orders, active federal wants and
warrants and “be on the lookout”
notices, weapon ownership, and can
display a contact’s DMV photo along
with dozens of other critical details.

Faster, more accurate reporting
Significantly cuts incident reporting time
by automatically populating standardized form fields, and reduces errors
caused by manual entries, ensuring the
higher degree of accuracy that is critical
in cases that go forward to trial.

Instantly accesses critical databases
Patented ID verification technology
authenticates more than 200 unique
DMV ID barcode formats, from every
state and Canadian province, as well
as State Justice Information Systems
and the National Crime Information
Center (NCIC) databases.

Expert consulting, subscription pricing
Subscription pricing limits capital
expenses, and customization is available
from our professional services team of
authentication experts, including
integration with existing systems and
custom databases, and adding analytics
capabilities for a seamless solution.

